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Management may approve a permanent employee’s request to exchange the paid 
Spring Holiday or Winter Break Holidays in TIM for another recognized religious holiday 
within the employee’s religious faith, provided that meaningful work can be 
accomplished by the employee on the scheduled Holiday. The unscheduled religious 
holiday and the University’s scheduled holiday must occur in the same calendar year.   

 

EMPLOYEES 

On the day of the scheduled Spring or Winter Break Holiday- 

1. If the employee has received management approval, they should capture/enter their 
hours worked on the scheduled holiday as usual in TIM.   

2. If the hours worked on the scheduled holiday do not equal the total amount of Holiday 
hours granted, leave taken hours must be entered.  
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TIM ADMINISTRATORS 

Ensure hours worked as well as leave taken hours (if needed) have been 
entered on the scheduled Spring or Winter Break holiday. Remove any 
remaining Holiday hours. 

 Open the timecard of an employee who has received management approval to work on the 
Spring or Winter Break holiday. 

 Confirm that the employee has hours worked as well as leave taken hours (if needed) 
recorded in the timecard on the Spring or Winter Holiday. 

 Leave taken hours will not reduce Holiday hours. If there are leave taken hours on the 
holiday, click the plus sign to add a new row. 

 Select the Holiday pay code and enter a negative amount of hours to cancel the remaining 
Holiday hours. 
 

 

 

On the Observed Religious Holiday, add Alternate Holiday hours in the 
timecard. 

 Confirm that the employee has hours worked as well as leave taken hours (if needed) equal 
to the granted Holiday amount of hours on the Spring or Winter Break Holiday in the 
timecard. 

 Then, on the observed religious Holiday, select the Alternate Holiday pay code and enter 
hours to pay the employee for that day.   
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